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A B S T R A K
Pembelajaran berbasis sastra adalah salah satu metode yang dapat digunakan guru dalam mengajar bahasa Inggris untuk meningkatkan empat keterampilan dasar siswa dalam bahasa Inggris. Oleh karena itu, makalah ini bertujuan untuk menyelidiki a) mengidentifikasi prosedur yang digunakan guru dalam mengimplementasikan pembelajaran berbasis literatur selama pembelajaran jarak jauh untuk meningkatkan empat keterampilan bahasa Inggris dasar dalam kelas di Gandhi Memorial International School, b) menganalisis tantangan yang dihadapi oleh guru dalam menerapkan mengajar berbasis literatur selama pembelajaran jarak jauh di Gandhi Memorial International School. Implementasi Literature Based Instruction dilaksanakan untuk kelas 5 Primary International School di Gandhi Memorial International School. Penelitian ini menggunakan penelitian kualitatif sebagai metode penelitian. Subyek penelitian ini adalah seorang guru bahasa Inggris di kelas 5B di Gandhi Memorial International School. Pengumpulan data dilakukan dengan menggunakan daftar periksa observasi dan pedoman wawancara. Hasil dari data yang telah terkumpul dari pertanyaan pertama adalah prosedur yang dilakukan oleh guru adalah melakukan tiga tahap yaitu; pra kegiatan, saat kegiatan, dan pasca kegiatan. Kemudian temuan untuk pertanyaan penelitian kedua adalah bahwa ada tiga tantangan yang dihadapi guru yaitu; batasan waktu, instruksi yang berbeda, dan berbagai rubrik penilaian.

A B S T R A C T
Literature-based instruction is one of the methods that the teacher can used in teaching English to improve student’s four basic skills in English. As a result, this paper aimed to investigate a) to identify the procedures used by teacher in implementing literature-based instruction during distance learning to improve four basic English skills in the classroom at Gandhi Memorial International School, b) to analyze the challenges faced by teacher in implementing literature-based instruction during distance learning at Gandhi Memorial International School. The implementation of Literature-Based Instruction was carried out for Primary International School grade 5 at Gandhi Memorial International School. This study used qualitative research as a research method. The subject of this research was an English teacher in class 5B at Gandhi Memorial International School. Data were collected using an observation checklist and interview guidelines. The result of the data that had been collected from the first question was that the procedure carried out by the teacher is to carry out three stages, namely; pre-activity, whilst activity, and post-activity. Then, the findings for the second research question were that there are three challenges that teachers encountered, namely; time constraints, differentiated instructions, and various assessment rubrics.

1. INTRODUCTION

Literature is described as written works such as novels, short stories, poetry, and other literary works. Literature is essential for meaningful communication since it allows pupils to express their thoughts, feelings, and points of view (Kinasih & Sinaga, 2020; Pourhosein Gilakjani & Sabouri, 2016). The word literature comes from the Latin word "Litteratura," which means "letter" in English (Klarer, 2004; Rogowsky et al., 2015; Taşçi & Turan, 2021). The word letter implies that it is small or straightforward based on the alphabet writing. Literature emerged in the 80th century and began to develop in the 90th century, where literature is a part of the culture (Bobbina & Domínguez, 2014; Nana, 2020). This is due to
the growth of literary works in the previous 20 years, which has resulted in the creation of a large number of literary works. As a result, it prompts more investigation into the relationship between education, literature, and language. Thus, a new paradigm for the integration of culture and language evolved at the time. Furthermore, literature is utilized as an aesthetic or artistic effort to distinguish itself from standard texts such as newspapers, telephone books, legal documents, and so on (Rahman et al., 2019; Suwastini & Yuktii, 2017). Literature is defined as a unique written text that differs from other writings such as newspapers, legal documents, and so on (Gibson, 2007; Moustafa, 2022). Literature provides learners with a better grasp of the universe and life.

Therefore, in literature can be used in teaching. Literature-based instruction is defined as a method of teaching a language that uses real materials. Literature-based instruction encourages students to engage in all aspects of their reading and writing skills by utilizing authentic materials that readers and writers use in their everyday lives. Literature-based instruction allows students to study and read literary works in order to learn about not only the art of language but also the connections between disciplines (Arya et al., 2005; Pupitasari, 2016). Literature-based instruction also places some emphasis on providing literature-based instruction. They are reading strategy, skills instruction, topic teaching, and literature selection. In primary school, literature-based instruction is effective in improving pupils’ reading and writing skills, particularly while studying the English language (Hoffman et al., 1996; Wilson, n.d.).

Literature-based instruction is frequently utilized to help students build literacy skills by employing variety of high-quality literary works as teaching materials. Previous study claims that literature-based instruction employs a number of effective strategies, as evidenced by research on the subject (Piscayanti, 2010). Using different modes of reading, modeling, scaffolding of instruction, student choices, self-initiated reading and writing, cooperative learning, student’s responses to literature, activation of prior knowledge and are some of these tactics (Hima et al., 2021; Ibáñez & Delgado-Kloos, 2018). Writing is one of the English abilities that has a strategy in literature-based instruction. The writing approach is a response to literature (Mahayanti et al., 2017; Salam El-Dakhs, 2020). This method might help pupils think imaginatively while writing their responses to the books they have read. As a result, students are expected to read books meticulously in order to generate fresh and unique ideas for writing evaluations or answers to the novels they read (Nabhan, 2019; Riddell, 2015). This technique responds to written, oral, creative music, songs, fine arts, drama, and other literary works.

In teaching, there are three procedures. They are the pre-activity, whilst activity, and post-activity (Ekwueme et al., 2015; Sadiku, 2015). Pre-activity is the beginning stages in teaching. Pre-activity is the teacher’s first session starting the lesson by greeting all students. The teacher then goes over the absence list with the class before praying together. Then, the teacher prepares the necessary materials and equipment for the lecture or when the while activity begins. Furthermore, the second session is whilst activity. The primary action begins during this session. The teacher employs a variety of media or learning strategies, including games, role-playing, reading aloud, and so on. During this session, many students will pay close attention and participate actively in learning by asking questions of the teacher or answering questions provided by the teacher (Clack & Dommett, 2021; Hwang et al., 2016). The teacher will next offer comments on the day’s learning. Then, the teacher gives pupils homework, which is frequently followed by praying and greeting the students to end the lecture.

However, in these period of pandemics, everything is changed. There is a virus called Covid-19, which Covid19 is a virus family that is quite widespread in both animals and humans (Amir et al., 2020; Bayley, 2022; Kusmaryono et al., 2021). Because the virus has spread over the globe. As a result, the Indonesian government has placed all Indonesians under quarantine in order to prevent the virus from spreading further (Ganesha & Nandiyananto, 2021; Siahaan, 2020; Tasya, 2021). Teachers are encouraged to be more innovative in their teaching methods. The teacher should instruct the pupils using apps like Zoom, Google Classroom, Google Meet, and others to continue the learning process by indicating distance learning (Hasiru et al., 2021; Nursyahrina et al., 2021). Furthermore, in this pandemic era, when everyone should be at home and learning from home, how can teachers use literature-based instruction. Therefore, according to previous study is a means for teachers to teach students utilizing technology and methods to convey knowledge or materials via the internet (Bušelíc, 2012). This condition is new for teacher. Thus, the teacher’s strategies and difficulties in applying literature-based instruction during distance learning must be known and explored.

Based on the problem and phenomena described above, the researcher was discussed in learning the procedure or strategy that the teacher used in implementing Literature-Based Instruction at Gandhi Memorial International School as the international primary school and the challenges that the teacher faced in implementing literature-based instruction in distance learning, where it is relevant to the research topic.
2. METHOD

To explain the procedures utilized by the teacher in implementing literature-based instruction at Gandhi Memorial International School, this study used a descriptive qualitative research design using a case study approach. Previous study stated that qualitative research is an approach in the research that is conducted with the study's subject in order to get data that will be collected, organized, and explained again once the data has been received (Samanhudi & Widianingsih, 2017).

The qualitative data in this study was being collected to discover how the teacher at Gandhi Memorial International School goes about applying literature-based instruction in a pandemic context. Thus, the difficulties or obstacles that the teacher had in adopting literature-based instruction in distant learning at Gandhi Memorial International School. The information gathered were examined separately, then the findings were merged and explained. The researcher chose a teacher from Gandhi Memorial International School, an international primary school since international primary schools include a program or activity that is based on literature. Through the interview to the principal, Gandhi Memorial International school used literature-based instruction for their teaching approaches. As a result, the researcher chose to conduct a study project titled "The Implementation of Literature-Based Instruction at Gandhi Memorial International School."

Furthermore, A class 5B teacher at Gandhi Memorial International School was the subject of this research. Observation checklist and interview guidelines are the instruments utilized in the study. The researcher was observing a class that is engaging in a literature-based instruction process. In this study, the teacher's techniques for conducting literature-based instruction in distance learning are documented on the observation checklist. We can focus more on the data or information needed in this study by employing observation checklist. On the other hand, online interview was conducted by interviewing the English teacher to learn about the challenges that need to be known and to ensure the observation that has been done by the researcher. As a result, establishing a list of questions to ask during interviews was critical to ensure that the information needed was not lost in the process.

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Result

The data for this study were gathered through observations and interviews done by the researcher. As a result, the researcher discussed the conclusions of this study based on the observations and interviews that the researcher had gotten from the subject of this study. The findings of this investigation are gradually described.

The Procedures in Implementing Literature-Based Instruction

There are three stages in implementing literature-based instruction utilized by the teacher in the classroom. They are pre-activity, whilst activity, post-activity, which the pre-activity is the first session in beginning the lesson, whilst activity is the second session in delivering the material and doing the main activities, and post-activity is the last session that the teacher did. The three procedures used by the teacher aimed to improve students' ability in English. There are four skills in English such as reading skills, writing skills, speaking skills, and listening skills. The four skills in English are very important to be learned and improved. In improving student skills in English, the teacher used those three procedures so that learning can run in a well-directed manner.

Before the teacher started to teach the students, the teacher started to make a material or discussion about student’s prior knowledge through Microsoft Word in Google Slides and shared it to the Google Classroom. The material shared by the teacher discussed about all the material in this semester. Teacher needed to do this in order to know the ability of the students toward the material that was being discussed. Thus, teacher shared the material for student’s prior knowledge. Students can upload it there after students answer all of instructions there.

Before beginning the teacher shared the material about adverbial phrases in the Google Classroom. The material shared by the teacher was using a PowerPoint, PDF, word mat, short story, and a clause card game as tools and medias to teach the students. Then, the teacher started the class by greeting the students and followed by daily morning prayer, by praying together according to their respective beliefs. Next, cheering a simple song to start learning so that the students could be fresher. After that, not to forget the teacher did brainstorming to the students about the material to be presented which was about adverbial phrases. Then, the teacher informed the material and the purpose of the material to be presented.

Furthermore, the teacher was provided learning about adverbial phrases by using some strategies such as reading aloud, scaffolding, analyzing, visualizing, and inferring are carried out. It was done in a student-centered approach. Thus, the role of teacher in the class as the students' guides, mentors, and co-
decision makers. Firstly, teacher gave a simple explanation towards adverbial phrases. Then, teacher provided opportunities for students to read aloud the text and asked other students to listen to their friends carefully. Afterward, they were asked to underlined phrases in the sentences that was provided in the PowerPoint. Then, students raised their hands to answer it. After that, the teacher explained about the phrases in that slide. Next, the teacher showed the clause card game which the students were asked to draw a clause card and read it aloud. The students were asked to find out the adverbial phrases on the game board and read the whole sentences. The students were very enthusiastic in finding the adverbial phrases and matching it on the game board. Thus, the students started to read aloud their findings of adverbials phrases.

Afterward, the teacher showed a short story about a new animal at the zoo that there are some words missing in the short story. Therefore, the teacher asked students to complete the missing words in accordance to the options of adverbials. After that, the students read the short story. There were some students who raised their hands to answer and complete the missing words. Then, the chosen students answer and complete the missing words. Next, after the students were able to complete the missing words, the students were asked to write and improve with adverbial phrases of their own. While doing their writings, they asked the teacher when they were confused and did not understand the material. The teacher was happy to help them by giving a little hint before explaining in more detail.

Afterward, teacher also gave chances to students to state their opinions about the material. Students were stated their opinions about the material. Then, the teacher clarified and added the meaning of adverbial phrases. Then, the teacher explained the examples and explanation of adverbial phrases and describing how to make sentence used adverbial phrases. The four skills in English are related to each other. Therefore, we can see that the teacher has trained the four skills in English, namely; speaking, listening, reading, and writing to students.

Hence, there are some students who can make a sentence with adverbial phrases well and there are also some students who cannot make their sentences with adverbial phrases well. However, Ms. A continued to provide motivation so that the student remains enthusiastic in learning. Students who can answer well are also given praise and motivation by Ms. A.

Following numerous explanations, pupils’ responses and queries. Finally, arrived at the last session which is the post-activity. The teacher brought the learning to a close and delivers comments to the pupils and conclusion about the material. Following that, the teacher assigned homework to the students. Then, the teacher asked students to learn more about adverbial phrases because they were going to discuss about adverbial phrases (time, place, and number) in the next meeting. Next, the teacher closed the class by praying and greeting the students. The teaching activity is show in Figure 1.

In one week of learning, the teacher always shared the reflection prompts in the Google Classroom to let students reflects their learning performances as the self-reflection. It was done in order to make the students know their strengths and weaknesses in learning several materials. On the other hand, it also helped the teacher to know students’ difficulties in learning and their levels in material as well. Besides, the teacher also shared the key concepts of self-assessment to the students to let students assess themselves to their knowledge. This was done to make students able to assess themselves according to their understanding and knowledge of key concepts that are in accordance with the subject being taught. From here too, the teacher can see the strengths and weaknesses of students in understanding learning which can help become another assessment. Reflection prompts is show in Figure 2.
Other than that, in Gandhi Memorial International School, the teacher used formative assessment, summative assessment, and end of term exam assessment. In this teaching activity, the teacher used formative assessment, which the teacher gave some feedbacks towards the homework that was done by the students. The formative assessment was done by utilizing 1234 system. The 1234 system is 1) Emerging, 2) Developing, 3) Consolidating, 4) Extending. 1) Emerging means that students have a limited understanding of the concepts. 2) Developing means students have some understanding of the concepts. 3) Consolidating means that students have a solid understanding of the concepts. 4) Extending means that students have a thorough understanding of the concepts. However, it depends on the number of questions or homework. This formative assessment evaluated and given to learning. This was done to inform students’ abilities and what must be improved in carrying out assignments and their understanding of the material that has been taught to the teacher. Formative assessment evaluated is show in Figure 3.
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**Figure 2. Reflection Prompts**

Challenges Encountered in Implementing Literature-Based Instruction

Furthermore, in implementing literature-based instruction, teachers might experience several challenges. Especially in distance learning that must be carried out right now due to the current Covid-19 situation. This is new to both teachers and students. Therefore, teachers might experience some difficulties and challenges in implementing literature-based instruction in the classroom. To find out the difficulties and challenges of teachers in implementing literature-based instruction, the researcher conducted online interviews using the Whatsapp application. From the interviews conducted, it can be found some teacher difficulties in implementing literature-based instruction, such as time constraint, different instructions, and different rubrics.

The first challenge or difficulty faced by the teacher during lesson planning was the time constraint. This was because the questions rise at time, such as would we have enough time to execute the necessary activities due to the time limit (5 - 6 weeks) for each transdisciplinary theme. For each theme, teachers and students were engaged in a large integration of subjects. Therefore, the teacher must consider properly how the teacher can provide the existing materials briefly, concisely, and clearly in accordance with the time limit.
The next difficulty was during teaching in the classroom, which was differentiated instructions, especially for students who were still below the grade level standards. These students would require daily supervision, motivation, and assistance in not only completing their tasks, but also to be given repetitions of the concepts taught. Therefore, teachers must give extra effort in providing different teaching so that students who were still below the grade level standard can progress and at least have the same grade level as the others.

The third difficulty faced by teacher during assessing the students, which was creating different rubrics. Teacher must create different rubrics for assessment to accommodate the multiple intelligences. This was a challenge for teacher, however best learning experience for the students. Teacher needed more time to plan and assess each student's progress. However, this challenge was something that can be seen as a positive challenge for teacher.

Although there were some difficulties encountered by the teacher, the teacher also had some ways to overcome the problem faced in implementing literature-based instruction through distance learning such as (a) enhanced communication regarding a child's progress with the parents. (b) sending reminders and keeping open communication even after formal school hours. (c) repeat instructions to different levels of students in order to make sure that they have understood the instructions and how to implement what is required. (d) create individual/pair/group work as per the students’ requests. (e) open communication between grade level teachers and other level teachers and share methods and strategies.

Discussion

The Procedures of the Implementation of Literature-Based Instruction

This study also revealed that there are three techniques for applying literature-based instruction, based on the discussion of the findings above. There are three procedures in teaching, namely pre-activity, whilst activity, and post-activity. These three techniques are used by the teacher to ensure that learning proceeds smoothly and according to plan. The teacher can keep a proper eye on the class from the beginning to the end. Before starting the three procedures, the teacher must consider several things such as knowing the level of the students. The teacher also must consider to give students task to check students’ prior knowledge about the materials.

The first teaching procedure is pre-activity, pre-activity was done to be a beginner before the core learning begins. Therefore, the teacher greeted the students, praying together, cheered a simple song so that students can be fresher and ready to learn. After that, the teacher brainstormed to see the students’ knowledge about the material to be presented and telling the purpose of the material.

Furthermore, in whilst activity is the second stages which discussed more on the material and the main activities. There were several techniques that was done in grade 5B such as reading aloud, analyzing, scaffolding, visualizing and inferring are carried out. There are some techniques that can be used by the teacher in implementing literature-based instruction namely; reading, modeling, scaffolding of instruction, student choices, self-initiated reading and writing, cooperative learning, student’s responses to literature, activation of prior knowledge (Abdel Latif, 2022; Tanjung & Ashadi, 2019). The sample of this activity was to ask students to read aloud the material displayed, then analyze the material, then visualizing the text or the material by presenting the material with the picture to the students. Next, scaffolding the material into pieces so that the students can understand it. Next, inferring it by giving new sentences in accordance with the material which is adverbial phrases. Furthermore, the teacher also used some medias in teaching such as pictures, word mat, short story, and clause card game to make students more enjoy in learning. All the activities were done to train students’ ability in speaking by improving their four English skills such as speaking by giving them a chance to speak and give their thoughts toward the material (Hwang et al., 2016; Keezhatta & Omar, 2019). Writing by asking them to write their own sentences. Reading by read the text and short story loudly. Listening by listen and hearing to their friends giving opinions and read the text aloud. After that, they were asked to give their own opinions toward the other students. These activities can train students' skills such as speaking, listening, reading and writing in English.

Post-activity was the last procedure to conclude the activities and giving feedback. Post-activity was done when the learning is almost finished. Therefore, before closing the lesson, the teacher gave the feedback toward the meeting and teacher wrapped the material up (Basoglu, 2018; Yunus & Syaf'i, 2020). Next, the teacher gave a homework to the students for the next meeting. Then, teacher closed the class by praying and greeting. Next, the teacher shared the reflection prompts in learning as the self-reflection of the students after one week of learning (Ibrahim-González & Noordin, 2012; Syahfutura, 2021). Other than that, the teacher also shared the key concepts of self-assessment to the students in order to make the students assess themselves in accorda...
previous study that formative assessment itself is an assessment that the teacher conducted in evaluating students’ homework or test by giving feedback towards the homework or test that the students have done (Ridhwan, 2017).

**Challenges Encountered in Implementing Literature-Based Instruction**

Since the current Covid-19 which demands teachers and students to engage in distant learning through utilizing technology as a tool for sustaining learning. The corona virus illness, also known as Covid-19, was first discovered in a village near Wuhan, China (Hong et al., 2022; Tasya, 2021). The Covid-19 virus family is quite common in both animals and humans. Due to the rapid expansion of Covid-19 around the world, distant learning is required. Distance learning is when teachers teach students using technology and ways to transmit information or materials through the internet (Halili, 2019; Sjahruddin et al., 2022; Widyastono, 2017). This is done because distance learning refers to learning that takes place online rather than in person. Furthermore, distance learning is not only for the entire class, but also for individuals, since the teacher can use distance learning to impart information to one student who is unable to attend class. Therefore, teacher might find some difficulties. Based on the results of the interviews conducted, there were three challenges faced by teacher such as 1) time constraint, 2) differentiated instructions, 3) creating different rubrics.

By implementing the learning process during distance learning, which is something new for teachers and students. The teacher found difficulties such as during lesson planning was time constraint, where the teacher must be able to consider the time limit and the teacher must also be able to explain and bring the required materials within a predetermined time of 5 - 6 weeks (Aytac & Ahi, 2021; Khatoony & Nezhadmehr, 2020). With a lot of materials to be taught and very limited time, it made teacher had difficulty in time constraint and management.

The next challenge faced by teacher during teaching in the classroom was differentiated instructions for students who were still below the grade level standards. Teacher had to give more efforts because these students would require regular monitoring, encouragement, and aid in completing assignments as well as repeats of the principles taught (Begum, 2019; Yuzulia, 2021). Therefore, teacher must pay attention to this as well and require more time and energy in monitoring and teaching students who were still below the grade level standards. The last challenge teacher confront was during assessing the students, which was creating different rubrics, which required teacher to establish alternative assessment rubrics to accommodate multiple intelligences. This was a difficult task for teacher, but it provided the best learning experience for students (Nkhoma et al., 2020; Wei et al., 2021). Teacher required extra time to plan and analyze the develop of each pupil. This task, on the other hand, might be viewed as a constructive one for teacher.

There are some suggestions that may be addressed by the researcher in light of the outcomes of this study. This study was expected to provide as a resource and support for other researchers interested in the same field in doing research on the implementation of literature-based instruction. The researcher’s suggestion to the teacher is to discover a creative way to make an activity in improving students listening skills. As a result, teachers are required to find media or techniques to make some tactics in teaching the listening skills of students. Hence, this study still has many flaws and incompleteness in the discussion of this study. Therefore, it is expected that researchers who wish to conduct similar research in the future will be able to obtain more complete and detailed information from other researchers in order to gather more data for the literature-based instructions.

### 4. CONCLUSION

In accordance with the findings and discussion that have been described above, the researcher can conclude that the procedures in implementing literature-based instruction at Gandhi Memorial International School. The results of this study found that there were three procedures performed, namely pre-activity, whilst activity, and post-activity. Besides that, the challenges faced by teacher when implementing literature-based instruction during distance learning are that there are three challenges, namely: time constraints, differentiated instructions, and creating different rubrics. All of the data were gathered through observation and interview with the study's participant. Thus, the observation was conducted by watching the video of teaching English in implementing literature-based instruction in the class. Hence, the interview was conducted by asking several questions regarding the challenges faced by the teacher in implementing literature-based instruction during distance learning and ensure the data of observation.
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